pointed out the possibility of pion condensation in nuclear matter, it has intensively studied not only on the pionic instability but also on the structure of pion condensed state. 3 ) Possible spin, isospin and space structures of pion condensate were also considered in detail in both pure neutron matter and isosymmetric nuclear matter.
3 ). 4) In a realistic neutron star. there exists an admixture of protons, equilibrating with electrons. These protons give rise to the characteristic pion condensate, so-called Jr, +-condensate, above some critical density. Its possibility has originally been suggested by Migdal, Markin and Mishustin in pure neutron matter though much qualitative as follows: even in pure neutron matter (Z = 0) there exists the energy branch of sound (w~+)<o) with the same quantum number as the positive pion. Iw~+)1 increases as the nucleon density P (=Pn, the neutron density in the case) to lead to overcome the neutron Fermi energy, that is w~+) +EW)=O. Then there occurs the instability of Jr, + in a sense of the Landau 2nd order phase transition. More rigorous statements will be done later. The critical density is estimated as Pc(Jr,+)/Po~O.4, where po is the normal density (Po'" 0.5*»).
The purpose of this paper is to study the Jr, +-condensate in a realistic iso-asymmetric nuclear matter (N;p.Z*O). In the case, the *) We take the natural unit as h= c= m~=l.
critical density of this mode is considered to be the lowest as compared with the other kind of pion condensates. *) The energy gain of the system, the structure of the nucleon system and the relation with the so-called Jr±-pair condensation leading from the instability of spontaneous production of Jr, +-sound excitation and Jr--pion one are the main subjects. On the transition mechanism from Jr, +-condensate to Jr±-pair one, it has been pointed oue) that the instability corresponding to Jr±-pair condensation does not arise, if the existence of Jr. +-condensate is taken into account. And the transition from Jr, +-condens ate to Jr±-pair one was suggested 6 ) in the system with Z*O. On this subject we consider in detail. In order to get the qualitative understandings, we take only p-wave Jr-N interaction.
First, we consider the behavior of the total energy of the system near the critical point in terms of the Landau formalism. The effective Hamiltonian is given as
(1) and *) The critical density of 7[o-condensate is also low, but higher than that of 7[,+, that is Pc(7[°)?:;po in pure neutron matter.
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where ¢ and ¢> are the nucleon and the charged meson field operator respectively. By the mean field approximation
the condensate of the running wave type, we obtain the energy expression near the critical point as 7 ) E=<H>=Eo-D;;'(w)oa 2 + ... , (3) where D-' is the positive pion propagator in medium in which the arguments are those of the critical point. Eo is the total energy of the system of the normal state,
where s means p, (J and r. The neutron (or proton) single particle energy is given as
where the neutron (proton) chemical potential is given at the critical point as
which is the Fermi energy of the normal nucleon system. The charge conservation is taken into account in each order of a 2 -expansion. Then the critical condition can be Next, we consider the well-developed case. The static approximation cannot be applied in our case because Iwl""E~n)""qVF. Fortunately, in the running wave case the energy expression can be obtained analytically even in the developed case. The total energy is given as
The quasi-nucleon energies E~±) can be obtained by solving the simple secular equation as follows: (6) where s means p, (J and ±. Taking the variation of <j{> on q and a, we can get min. <j{>. The numerical results are shown in Fig. 1 .
From the above analysis, it can be found how the structure of the neutron matter with a small fraction (a few percent) of protons change as the density increases; that is, 7[.+-condensate realizes atPc(7[.+)~(O.36-0.34)po (pp = 3 ~ 5%). The typical structure of the nucleon system is pictured in Fig. 2(a) .-This is called "7[s+-phase".
If the density increases further and reaches at the density :CPc (7[±) , the critical density of 7[±-pair condensation in pure neutron matter and its value being about the normal density Po, the system smoothly changes its structure to the state with 7[±-pair condensation. The well-known structure of the system is shown ~-qVF,q ~ 1.7, the structure of the condensate being 7[.+-7[. -and to connect smoothly to the symmetric nuclear matter case pp--> 0.5. On the contrary, 7[±-phase becomes to realize at P<Pc(7[±) with f.l"=f.lp-f.ln~-m,, and q ~ 1.5. The structure of the condensate is 7[.+ -7[-and the mode cannot connect to the symmetric nuclear matter case.
quasI-proton
N ow let us discuss the detail of the structure transition between the two phases (7[8+ and 7[±-phase). The energy gain curve in Fig. 1, e. g., pp = 3% shows the transition density being ~Pc(7[±).
As the density increases, q is pulled down from 1.7 to 1.5, -f.lQ( = -f.l,,) becomes to be saturated to ~0. at Pc( 7[8 +), which is shown in Fig. 3 . The proton chemical potential f.lp( = f.lQ+ f.lB) reflects well the behavior of the structure change. As easily seen from Fig. 2 , f.lp is positive in 7[. +-phase and is negative in 7[±-pair phase. The curve of f.lp in Fig. 3 shows that it starts from very small positive value d!')~0.02 at Pc(7[.+)/Po~O.36 and becomes negative at once as the density increases. Zero point of f.lp is at PIPo~0.46. The more the density increases, the smaller the value of f.lp becomes.
From the above consideration, we can see that the transition between two modes starts just after the 7[8 +-phase sets in, proceeds smoothly and becomes the 7[±-phase near at Pc( 7[±), so that no instability corresponding to 7[±-pair condensation arises.
The consideration on the effects of the other realistic interactions, e.g., L1-isobar, the Landau parameter g' and 7[-N s-wave inter· action is now in progress.
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